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Greece
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John C. Kyriakides

G
reece

1 Relevant Authorities and Legislation

1.1 Which entities regulate what type of gambling and 
social/skill gaming activity in your jurisdiction?

Relevant Product
Who regulates 
it in digital 
form?

Who regulates 
it in land-
based form?

Gaming

Casino gaming 
(including 
slots and 
casino table 
games such 
as roulette & 
blackjack)

Hellenic  
Gaming 
Commission.

Hellenic 
Gaming 
Commission.

Poker
Hellenic 
Gaming 
Commission.

Hellenic 
Gaming 
Commission.

Bingo
Hellenic  
Gaming 
Commission.

Hellenic 
Gaming 
Commission.

Betting

Betting
Hellenic  
Gaming 
Commission.

Hellenic 
Gaming 
Commission.

Sports/horse 
race betting 
(if regulated 
separately to 
other forms of 
betting)

Hellenic  
Gaming 
Commission.

Hellenic 
Gaming 
Commission.

Fantasy betting 
(payment to 
back a ‘league’ 
or ‘portfolio’ 
selection over a 
period of time, 
for example 
in relation to 
sport or shares)

Hellenic  
Gaming 
Commission.

Hellenic 
Gaming 
Commission.

Lotteries Lotteries
Hellenic 
Gaming 
Commission.

Hellenic 
Gaming 
Commission.

Relevant Product
Who regulates 
it in digital 
form?

Who regulates 
it in land-
based form?

Social/
Skill 
arrange-
ments

“Social” 
gaming with 
no prize in 
money or 
money’s worth

Hellenic 
Gaming 
Commission.

Hellenic 
Gaming 
Commission.

Skill games 
and compe-
titions with 
no element of 
chance

Hellenic 
Gaming 
Commission.

Hellenic 
Gaming 
Commission.

1.2 Specify: (i) the law and regulation that applies 
to the Relevant Products in your jurisdiction; and (ii) 
– in broad terms – whether it permits or prohibits the 
offer of Relevant Products to persons located in your 
jurisdiction.

The main legislative act that governs gaming in Greece is Law 
4002/2011, which permits and regulates gambling in general.  
It contains provisions regarding commercial communication 
(Article 35), consumer protection (Article 33) and taxation 
(Article 50).  Furthermore, it establishes the Hellenic Gaming 
Commission (henceforth, the “HGC”) as the competent body 
to supervise the gaming market.  Law 4002/2011 was recently 
amended by Law 4635/2019, which brought a series of impor-
tant changes to online gaming.  Very recently, on August 6th, 
2020, four (4) Technical Regulations were published, which 
specify the new rules on online gambling (namely: a) the 
Technical Regulation on the suitability of persons; b) the 
Technical Regulation on Commercial Communication; c) the 
Draft Ministerial Decision on managing changes to the Central 
Information Systems (“CIS”); and d) the Draft Ministerial 
Decision on the enactment of the Gaming Regulations and the 
Gaming Regulations Technical Specifications for the organisa-
tion and running of online games of chance).  Finally, Article 1 
par. 1f of Law 4557/2018 designates the HGC as an authority 
(among others) responsible for the supervision of anti-money 
laundering legislation.  Lastly, Laws 2206/1994, 4512/2018 and 
Decision No T/6736/4-7-2003 of the Minister for Development 
contain specific provisions regarding casinos, which are also 
supervised by the HGC.
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2.3 What is the process of applying for a Licence for a 
Relevant Product?

The HGC is the competent authority to grant licences for the 
Relevant Products and to review all applications.  The relevant 
procedure regarding land-based gaming is described in detail in 
the respective regulations thereof.  As a common requirement, 
an application should be submitted containing the following: as 
regards certifications for games of luck (Article 33) the appli-
cation must contain, inter alia, the brand name of the game in 
question, the required fee and a Certificate of Conformity to 
the Regulation. 

The recent Ministerial Decision No 79835/06.08.2020 
lays down the specific procedure and required paperwork for 
the application for an online gambling licence.  The licence 
is granted by a HGC decision, which is issued within two (2) 
months following the submission of the application by the inter-
ested entity, according to the procedure laid down therein.  If no 
decision is issued by the HGC within the above period, it shall 
be deemed that the application was impliedly rejected.

2.4 Are any restrictions placed upon licensees in your 
jurisdiction?

Generally, licensees must abide by several regulations, which 
are laid down by the HGC.  Some of the most important ones 
include the obligation not to permit access to persons under 
21 years old (Article 48 par. 5).  Secondly, all gaming machines 
must be connected to the Information System of the HGC so 
as to allow real time control (Article 30 pars 2–4).  Moreover, 
information about services to combat addiction must appear on 
every store and screen where gambling is occurring. 

Additionally, the holder of an Online Gaming Licence is 
required to store, in a material mechanism located in Greece, the 
data on the provisions of online games of chance as well as the 
data exchanged between player, licence holder, internet service 
provider and financial institutions related to these games.  The 
data must be kept by secure means that allow the precise repro-
duction of the stored data by the HGC for a period of at least 
ten (10) years.

2.5 Please give a summary of the following features 
of any Licences: (i) duration; (ii) vulnerability to review, 
suspension or revocation.

The HGC is competent to review, revoke or renew all licences at 
the request of the holder/applicant and according to the law and 
regulations applicable at each case.  Such HGC decisions consti-
tute administrative acts and can, as such, be challenged before 
the Administrative Courts.

More specifically, the licence for offering online gaming is 
granted for seven (7) years from the date the HGC issues the 
act for granting the licence, and it includes the specific terms 
for conducting the games for which it is issued.  At least one (1) 
year before each licence expires, the licence holder may submit 
an application to the HGC and request for another seven-year 
renewal. The granting of the renewal requires payment of a new 
fee.  The HGC may amend the terms for granting the licence 
renewal with a justified opinion.  

Simple type casino licences are valid for 15 years, while wider 
range casino licences are valid for 30 years (Article 359 of Law 
4512/2018).

2 Application for a Licence and Licence 
Restrictions

2.1 What regulatory licences, permits, authorisations 
or other official approvals (collectively, “Licences”) are 
required for the lawful offer of the Relevant Products to 
persons located in your jurisdiction?

A licence is required for both “land-based” gaming (conducting 
games with gaming machines) and online gaming.  As far as 
online gaming is concerned, there are only two types of licences 
available: a) “Type A” licence, regarding “Online Betting”; and 
b) “Type B” licence, for “Other Online Games”.  All games 
and gaming machines, as well as the means used for conducting 
them must be certified in accordance with the provisions of Law 
4002/2011.

2.2 Where Licences are available, please outline the 
structure of the relevant licensing regime.

A licence is only required for electronic skill games, games of 
chance and online gaming, while mechanical and electrome-
chanical recreational games are conducted freely (Articles 25–27 
of Law 4002/2011). 

As far as online gaming licences are concerned, the current 
legislation has adopted the model of an open licensing proce-
dure, whilst abandoning the granting of licences through an 
international tender.  There is also a new provision about the 
licensing of affiliates, a matter which was not dealt with at all 
under the previous regime. 

Persons who supply facilities to the providers of the Relevant 
Products also need to obtain a licence according to the relevant 
licensing regime, which is structured as follows (Article 42 par. 
1, 43): 
i. Certification “A”, for up to 30 slot machines in exclusively 

gaming facilities. 
ii. Certification “B”, for up to 50 slot machines in exclusively 

gaming facilities. 
iii. Certification “C”, for slot machines in mixed facilities.
iv. Certification “D”, for the installation of technical-recrea-

tional game machines on sea-going vessels. 
v. Certification “E”, for the installation of slot machines on 

Greek-flagged sea-going vessels, which are engaged in 
international voyages. 

vi. Certification “F”, for the installation of up to 15 slot 
machines	 in	 “ΟΠΑΠ	Α.Ε.”	 agencies	 (“ΟΠΑΠ	Α.Ε.”	 is	
the company which enjoys the statutory monopoly in land-
based games of chance).

Furthermore, casino licences are divided into a) simple type 
casino licences, and b) wider range casino licences, depending 
on the available infrastructure (Article 359 of Law 4512/2018):
i. Simple type casino licences: Simple type casinos include 

gaming areas and can also offer accommodation establish-
ments of at least three stars or three keys classification, as 
well as shops and other facilities.

ii. Wider range casino licences: Wider range casinos combine 
gaming facilities with accommodation establishments 
classified by five stars, as well as shops and other facilities 
and at least one installation of special tourism infrastruc-
ture (such as conference halls, golf course facilities, etc.) 
or one installation of special forms of tourism (healing 
therapy centres, etc.).

© Published and reproduced with kind permission by Global Legal Group Ltd, London
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The individual player card may be issued by licence holders 
pursuant to the procedure and terms and conditions laid down in 
a decision of the Gaming Supervision and Control Commission 
published in the Government Gazette.  Gaming without an 
individual player card is strictly prohibited.  Specifically, in order 
to participate in games of chance conducted by slot machines or 
via the Internet, the publication and the use of a unique card by 
each player is required, so that the additional restrictions of the 
player and/or of HGC are ensured.  The obligation of the use of 
a unique personal card may be expanded by the Gaming Control 
Regulation to all other games of chance in Greece.  The indi-
vidual player card may be issued by permit holders in accordance 
with the procedure and conditions established by HGC.

Significantly, in places where gambling is conducted, the 
access of minors and persons under 21 years of age is not 
permitted.  Moreover, as a measure against gambling addiction, 
information about services combatting addiction must appear 
on every store and screen where gambling takes place.

2.9 How do any AML, financial services regulations 
or payment restrictions restrict or impact on entities 
supplying gambling? Does your jurisdiction permit 
virtual currencies to be used for gambling and are they 
separately regulated?

Players who use slot machines can only participate with the use 
of coins and banknotes, profit units or prepaid cards (Article 32 
par. 2).  Credit betting is forbidden.

The payment of a participation price for an online game 
of chance must be explicitly made to a legitimate holder of a 
licence, without any third-party mediation, except for credit 
institutions or payment institutions legally established and oper-
ating in Greece, or legally established and operating in any other 
EU Member State or State of the European Financial Zone, in 
such a way that player identification is ensured.  It is prohibited 
for credit institutions or payment institutions legally established 
and operating in Greece to make payments of participation fees 
and payouts arising from the participation in games of chance 
to accounts held with these institutions by illegal providers of 
online games of chance, as mentioned in the blacklist kept by 
the HGC.

Besides, virtual currencies cannot be used for gambling.  The 
HGC has “blacklisted” websites that were using bitcoins, saying 
that “…bitcoins are not transparent, because they inherently favour illegal 
transactions, not being controlled by any bank or government”. 

It should also be mentioned that a copy of the blacklist, 
containing all unlicensed operators, is transmitted to the Greek 
authorities as well as to the Greek judicial authorities, which are 
responsible for the combatting of financial crime, tax evasion 
and money laundering (par. 4.5 of the 23/3/23.10.2012 HGC 
Decision).

3 Online/Mobile/Digital/Electronic Media

3.1 How does local law/regulation affect the provision 
of the Relevant Products in online/mobile/digital/
electronic form, both from: (i) operators located inside 
your jurisdiction; and (ii) operators located outside your 
jurisdiction?

Online gaming licences are only granted to legal entities which 
have their registered office or their permanent establishment in 
Greece, or in a European Union or European Economic Area 
Member State and are taxed according to Greek Tax Law.  It is 
also obligatory for the website to have the URL suffix “(…).gr” 

2.6 By Relevant Product, what are the key limits on 
providing services to customers? Please include in 
this answer any material promotion and advertising 
restrictions.

The minimum amount payable for participating in games of 
chance through VLTs is €0.10, and the maximum amount is 
€2.  Credit betting, as well as offering games at a lower cost, are 
forbidden.  There is also a stake limit which cannot exceed the 
player’s participation cost (Article 32 of Law 4002/2011). 

Law 4002/2011 also regulates the conditions under which 
relevant gambling advertising and betting activities are toler-
ated, with a rather strict level of consumer protection.  Article 
35 entitled “Commercial Communication” provides limitations 
on advertisement for gambling games.  Pursuant to Article 35, 
advertising should provide a strict level of consumer protec-
tion and should not be aimed at encouraging active participa-
tion based on ambiguous big expected profits.  Advertising 
should not be aimed at strengthening the natural inclination of 
consumers to gambling by making games seem commonplace, 
or through projecting a positive image of gambling in relation 
to the fact that part of the proceeds earned return to the Greek 
State through taxation and are intended for public benefit, or 
increasing the power of attraction of gaming through adver-
tising, which relies on expecting misleading significant points. 

Furthermore, the recent Decision No 79292/06.08.2020 
(“Regulation on Commercial Communication”) of the HGC intro-
duces several further regulations concerning commercial commu-
nication issues of games of chance and responsible gambling.  The 
main purpose of the provisions of the said Decision is to ensure a 
strict level of protection for consumers in relation to the marketing 
of games of chance.  Consequently, the Decision regulates commer-
cial communication issues related to games of chance and also 
provides for ethics to be applied upon the relevant activities.

2.7 What are the tax and other compulsory levies?

According to Article 50 par. 8 of Law 4002/2011 and Decision 
No 1248/2011 of the Deputy Minister of Finance, the profits 
deriving from the exploitation of the online gaming market shall 
be subject to tax, according to the general provision of Income 
Taxation.  Moreover, the Greek State participates in the profits 
deriving from the exploitation of games of chance in general to 
a percentage of 35% on GGR, 20% of which is consequently 
spent on social policy and other good causes (Article 50 pars 
5–6).  With regards to horse race betting, 30% is withheld and 
kept aside for other purposes.

Customer winnings are also subject to taxation.  According to 
Article 60 of Law 2961/2001, as replaced by Article 22 par. 18 
of Law 4141/2013, which pertains to the taxation of customer 
winnings, the winnings from online chance games are subject 
to tax, after the deduction of an exempted amount of €100, at a 
rate of 15% for winnings of up to €500 and at a rate of 20% for 
winnings of €500.01 and above.

2.8 What are the broad social responsibility 
requirements?

Law 4002/2011 introduced notable changes to the notions of 
responsible gaming and rendered compulsory the use of an indi-
vidual player’s card that assists in ascertaining the player’s age 
and tax registration number, maximum participation time and 
in guaranteeing that any additional restrictions imposed by the 
players themselves are observed. 

© Published and reproduced with kind permission by Global Legal Group Ltd, London
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personae – subjective criterion), the jurisdiction of the Greek 
courts, which will implement criminal laws, cannot be abol-
ished.  International treaties impact on enforcement only with 
respect to international cooperation proceedings such as extra-
dition, and depending each time on the concerned issuing/
executing State.

4.4 Are gambling debts enforceable in your 
jurisdiction?

According to Article 844 of the Civil Code, claims cannot arise 
from game contracts.  In practical terms, this means that while 
a game contract is valid, gambling debts are not enforceable. 

4.5 What appetite for and track record of enforcement 
does your local regulatory authority have? Have fines, 
licence revocations or other sanctions been enforced in 
your jurisdiction?

Based on the most recent HGC Activity Report, in 2017 the 
number of registered websites that were “blacklisted” reached 
948, while 466 of them were only registered in 2016.  This means 
that there was an increase of 49% in just over a year.  Therefore, 
there is reasonable ground to consider that, especially as regards 
online gambling, the regulatory authority has a strong presence 
and takes significant steps to enforce its regulations and the 
applicable legislation.

5 Anticipated Reforms

5.1 What (if any) intended changes to the gambling 
law/regulations are being discussed currently?

Until last year, the Greek online gaming licensing framework 
was in an indefinite “transitional phase”, with twenty-four (24) 
temporary licence holders offering online gaming.  The tempo-
rary licensees have further assigned their right to offer services 
for online games of chance to sub-licensees, who were not 
explicitly recognised by the Greek authorities and relevant legis-
lation, but seemed to have been implicitly “tolerated” during this 
transitional phase.

Very recently, decisive legislative steps were made on the 
matter with Law 4635/2019.  The said law amended the long-
standing Law 4002/2011 by clarifying the legal status of the 
licence holders and by establishing a new legal framework as 
regards online gaming.  In a nutshell, the new law contains 
provisions regarding the provision of two (2) different types of 
licences with a seven-year duration, the granting of which costs 
€3.000.000 for online betting games and €2.000.000 for the 
rest types of online games.  Every candidate can apply for both 
licences, provided that it he satisfies all the requirements and, 
of course, pays the relevant price. Moreover, an open licencing 
procedure for online gaming under the exclusive competence of 
the Greek State is foreseen.  That means that the provision for 
an international tender is abandoned.  No maximum number 
of licences is foreseen.  The prerequisite for obtaining a licence 
is to have a permanent residence or a registered establishment 
in Greece or in another Member State of the European Union 
or the European Economic Area.  Licences are granted by the 
HGC and the websites must have the suffix “.gr”, similarly to 
the Law 4002/2011 regime.

Furthermore, the successful provisions of Law 4002/2011 are 
maintained, such as the existence of an electronic Player’s Card 
and the HGC’s “black list” of companies operating without a 

(Article 46 par. 4).  Consequently, operators located outside the 
jurisdiction and who do not operate a “.gr” domain name are 
excluded from the market. 

3.2 What other restrictions have an impact on Relevant 
Products supplied via online/mobile/digital/electronic 
means?

Another restriction is posed by Article 49, which requires all 
payments that occur in the context of participation in an online 
game to be made through credit institutions or payment institu-
tions that are established or lawfully operating in Greece or any 
other EU Member State or State of the European Financial Zone.

3.3 What terminal/machine-based gaming is permitted 
and where?  

The law provides for the operation of 25,000 gaming machines 
(Article 39, Law 4002/2011).  These machines are cash-based, 
although prepaid cards can be used (Article 32 par. 2).

4 Enforcement and Liability

4.1 Who is liable under local law/regulation?

The provision and conduct of games without the required 
licence and/or certification constitutes a criminal offence and, 
in case the game provided is a game of chance, the offence is 
designated as a felony (Article 52 § 1 of Law 4002/2011).  In 
case of a non-licensed legal entity operator in Greece, the Greek 
authorities will seek to locate the identity of the “legal represent-
ative” of that entity.  When Greek law refers to “the legal repre-
sentative” of a legal entity, it actually refers to the CEO/General 
Manager or Director of the entity, or the Chairman of its BoD or 
even all members of the BoD (Article 52 par. 11).  Therefore, the 
CEO/GM or BoD Chairman or BoD Members of any foreign, 
non-licensed operator in Greece shall be liable for breach of the 
above provisions.

Players who participate in a game of chance which is conducted 
without a licence from the Greek State are also punishable by a 
prison sentence of up to three months, and with a monetary fine 
ranging from €5,000 to €20,000 (Article 52 par. 3).

4.2 What form does enforcement action take in your 
jurisdiction?

The police are responsible for monitoring every gambling 
activity that takes place without a licence.  In all other cases, the 
HGC is the only competent authority and has been equipped 
by law with broad and important powers in order to efficiently 
supervise and regulate every gambling activity in the country 
(Article 52A).  In this context, the HGC takes all measures 
necessary in order to effectively regulate the gaming market.  In 
cases of serious breaches, criminal and administrative sanctions 
are the most likely methods of enforcement, due to their direct 
and onerous character.

4.3 Do other non-national laws impact upon liability 
and enforcement?

Once the licensee acts within the Greek borders (ratione loci – 
territorial criterion) or is a Greek national acting abroad (ratione 
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However, the new regime was ready to be put in force only 
recently: that is because the necessary Technical Regulations, 
which specify the licensing procedure and provide for the proce-
dural steps and paperwork for the interested entities, were not 
published in the Government Gazette before August 6th, 2020.  
Thus, the interested companies can start preparing for filing an 
application and it is anticipated that soon enough more compa-
nies will offer online gambling in Greece. 

licence, while, on the other hand, new terms are introduced, 
such as provisions about affiliates, a matter which was not dealt 
with at all under Law 4002/2011.  As an “affiliate” is construed 
whoever cooperates with licensees in order to promote certain 
games and must place links in prominent places of their websites.
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Foreign Direct Investment Regimes 

Franchise

Insurance & Reinsurance

International Arbitration

Investor-State Arbitration

Lending & Secured Finance

Litigation & Dispute Resolution

Merger Control

Mergers & Acquisitions

Mining Law

Oil & Gas Regulation

Outsourcing

Patents

Pharmaceutical Advertising

Private Client

Private Equity

Product Liability

Project Finance

Public Investment Funds

Public Procurement

Real Estate

Renewable Energy

Restructuring & Insolvency

Sanctions

Securitisation

Shipping Law

Telecoms, Media & Internet

Trade Marks

Vertical Agreements and Dominant Firms
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